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SUGGESTIONS

The Committee on Transport and Tourism calls on the Committee on Regional Development, 
as the committee responsible, to incorporate the following recommendations in its report:

1. Calls for the inclusion of the Decisions on the trans-European transport network ("TEN-
T") (Decision No 884/2004/EC and Decision No 1692/96/EC), at Article 23(3);

2. Calls for a reference to bilateral agreements for cross border segments of TEN-T projects, 
at Article 25(4);

3. Calls for the inclusion of copies of bilateral agreements for cross border segments of 
TEN-T projects, at Article 39;

4. Where transport projects are concerned, calls for the inclusion, after Article 50, point (b), 
of a mention of their contribution to meeting the strategic objectives included in the 
Commission's White Paper, starting with a modal shift towards rail and waterways and 
including the completion of the trans-European transport network, with overall priority 
being given to cross border projects which contribute to improved links between the old 
and new Member States and between the new Member States themselves;

5. Calls for operational programmes for TEN-T priority projects to be included at Article 
51(4);

6. Insist that no pre-financing payment may be made, as a matter of principle, in respect of a 
cross border segment of a TEN-T project if no binding bilateral agreement exists between 
the Member States concerned on completing adjoining segments wholly within their 
respective national territories (Article 81(2));

7. Calls for a new point ca) to be inserted in Article 50: ‘the contribution to the major 
European mobility and logistics projects, for example the Galileo project';

8. Calls for the above recommendations to be regarded not as an alternative to Article 5(3)(a) 
of the ERDF regulation (COM(2004)0495), but as an addition required to fill the gaps in
the sustainable regional development strategies;

9. Calls on the Commission to ensure that total annual allocations from the Funds for any 
Member State pursuant to this regulation contributing to the ‘Convergence’ objective shall 
not exceed but preferably reach 4% of that Member State’s GDP at the time of the 
adoption of the interinstitutional agreement, at Article 22. Calls for Community aid 
granted pursuant to Regulation (EC) No 2236/95 for TEN-T projects of common interest 
to be excluded when calculating the 4% cap at Article 22;

10. Insists that expenditure on major projects and other projects which began before 1 January 
2007 should be eligible from the date of submission of the project to the Commission, at 
Article 55.
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EXPLANATORY STATEMENT

Introduction

The draft Regulation, which is to be adopted under the assent (AVC) procedure, lays down 
general provisions on the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the European 
Social Fund (ESF) and the Cohesion Fund. It repeals Regulation (EC) 1260/99. Specific 
Regulations for each of the Funds are laid down separately from this general Regulation. The 
general Regulation defines the objectives of the Funds, eligibility criteria for Member States 
and regions, the financial resources available and the criteria for their allocation. Rules 
governing the responsibilities of the Member States and the Commission on management, 
programming, monitoring, control and evaluation are also laid down.

The Regulation proposes a concentration of resources and activity on three objectives; the 
"convergence" of less developed Member States and regions (those whose per capita GDP is 
less than 75% of the community average) with other EU regions; enhancing regional 
competitiveness through anticipating and promoting economic change and helping people 
adapt to this; and European territorial cooperation which entails supporting cooperation at 
cross-border, transnational and interregional level. The first objective will be supported by the 
ERDF, the ESF and the Cohesion Fund, the second objective by the ERDF and the ESF and 
the third objective by the ERDF. The number of funds will be limited to three as opposed to 
the current six. The allocation of resources between the various objectives is 264 billion euros 
(78.5%) to convergence, 58.9 billion euros (17.2%) to regional competitiveness and 
employment and 13.2 billion euros (4%) to territorial cooperation over the period 2007 to 
2013 inclusive. No detailed estimate of expenditure on TEN-T for the forthcoming Cohesion 
and Structural Fund period is given in the draft regulation.

Cohesion and transport infrastructure

Your draftsman recalls that for the current and future programming periods the amounts 
allowed under the trans-European transport networks (TEN-T) budget heading would be 
insufficient to ensure progress in the TEN-T projects which have been identified and agreed. 
Considerable financial support from the ERDF and the Cohesion fund is necessary for their 
completion. An efficient TEN-T is a prerequisite for the realisation of the Lisbon and 
Gothenburg agendas, a properly functioning internal market, regional convergence and the 
achievement of the Community's environmental objectives. It is envisaged that such support 
will be made available within the framework of the "convergence" objective and the detailed 
provisions of the draft Regulation allow for this.

Observations based on experience to date

Whereas the European Union has made substantial sums available for TEN-T in the period 
2000-2006 (29.2 billion from the Structural Funds alone) progress towards the completion of 
these projects has been slow and even disappointing. In response to this it is now proposed in 
another draft Regulation on general rules for the trans-European networks (COM2004/475 
final) to increase the overall amounts and the percentage share of costs met by EU funding for 
individual projects. Concommitantly however it must be insured that the general rules for 
management and control of the Structural and Cohesion Funds protect Community resources 
and ensure they are not advanced unless partnership funding from the Member States is real 
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and effective. It is from this perspective that the above suggestions are put forward.

They concern ensuring that a firm co-funding commitment exists from Member States before 
significant Community resources are released for TEN-T projects and ensuring that for cross 
border projects firm bilateral agreements to complete projects segments on the respective 
sides of a border exist between Member States.
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